










1. INTRODUCTION 
 
PSA methods are widely used in the Risk Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants[1]. Risk is 

defined as the sum total of the frequency of occurrence of an accident multiplied by the 

consequences associated with the occurrence. The frequency of accident sequences are 

evaluated using event trees, fault trees and failure data. An accident sequence involves 

the occurrence of an Initiating Event (IE) and the operation or non-operation of 

Engineered Safety Features (ESFs) required / designed to cope with the IE. 

Risk  = Expected frequency X Expected damage. 

Where  

Risk = Consequence / Time. 

Expected frequency = events/Unit Time. 

Expected damage  = Consequence / events. 

 

Thus PSA involves two major tasks: (i) To define type of the event i.e. accident that can 

occur and freq. of their occurrence and (ii) To quantify the consequence of the event. 

Generally all the accidents occur due to an initiating event and in conjunction with the 

unavailability of one or more ESFs. Explaining the Risk from the point of view of Nuclear 

Power Plant, it is the damage to the Core which is quantified in terms of “Core Damage 

Frequency”. PSA aims at analysing all possible accident sequences that can result in 

Core Damage. 

Core Damage Frequency          = Σ All Accident Sequence Frequency 

Accident Sequence Frequency  = Initiating Event Frequency X Unavailability  

of Safety Systems required for mitigation 

 

Initiating events are largely process system failures. Initiating event Frequency can be 

estimated based on the operating experience or using fault trees and system component 

failure data. Unavailability of the safety system is estimated using FMECA or fault tree 

approach. All these methods necessarily require the failure parameters of the system 

components. So for carrying out Probabilistic Safety Analysis, failure parameters like 

failure rates and failure probabilities are required. While conducting PSA at the design 

stage, analysts depend on generic data sources like WASH1400, IEEE 500 etc. Such a 

practice is associated with increased uncertainty of data due to difference in the 

component size, application and environment the system components are subjected to in 

the Nuclear Power Plants. In order to overcome this limitation, activities have started 

towards collecting the component failure data from our various Nuclear Power Plants. 

 



Such Reliability Databases are further employed for analysis of failure parameters for 

various system components. 

 

An User friendly software package, RELDATA has been developed in VC++, with the 

backend database in MS ACCESS 6.0. This Software enables database operations as 

well as data analysis. This report explains the underlying methodologies for statistical 

data analysis and details of the software features.  

 



2.  BRIEF REVIEW OF RELIABILITY DATABASE 
 

2.1 Data Sources 
 

The raw sources of data are mainly the reports issued from NPPs namely Monthly/ 

Annual Reports, Incident Reports and Safety Related Unusual Occurrences Reports 

(SRUORs). In addition, the data collection forms designed and distributed to various 

stations for recording failure information, are also used.  

 

2.2 Database Design 
 

The database is developed in the MS ACCESS 6.0. In MS ACCESS, data are stored in 

tables as shown in Figure 2.1. Table contains record, where each record consists of 

various fields. Different tables present in the database are (i) Component code table, (ii) 

Failure mode table, (iii) Failure cause table, (iv) Failure-Detection mode table, (v) 

Component static data table, (vi) Component data table, (vii) Location table, (viii) Unit 

table and (ix) Incident table. The various fields in these tables are explained below. 
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FIGURE 2.1: Database Design 

 

2.2.1 Component Code table 
 
 Table 2.1: Details of Component Coding 

Component Name Code Component Name Code 
Logic –Actuation ALG Logic  -Interlock ILG 
Valve –Air Operated AOV Valve –Instrument Relief IRV 
Adjuster Rod AR Inverter IVR 
Transmitter –Activity AT Switch –Level LS 
Battery BAT Transmitter –Level LT 

 



Bus BUS Generator –Motor MG 
Circuit/Line Breaker CB Multi-input Alarm System MIA 
Circuit breaker contact CBC Valve -Motor Operated MOV 
Channel CHN Neutron Power Trip Unit NPT 
Valve –Check CHV Programmable Digital Control PDC 
Compressor CMP Piping PIP 
Controller –Level, Pressure, CRLP Distribution Panel PL 
Valve –Control CV Pump –Electrical Motor Driven PMP 
Generator –Diesel DG Valve -Pressure Reducing PRV 
Pump -Diesel Engine Driven DMP Switch –Pressure PS 
Damper DPR Transmitter –Pressure PT 
Transmitter –Differential DPT Relay Contact RC 
Duct DUT Disc-Rupture RD 
Valve –Diaphragm DV Relay RLY 
Dryer DYR Regulating Rod RR 
Joint –Expansion EJ RTD RTD 
Ejector ER Valve –Relief RV 
Fan (Blower) FAN Valve -Steam Discharge SDV 
Flow element FE Generator –Steam SG 
Filter FIL Shut-off Rod SR 
Joint –Flange FJ Valve -Spring Operated Safety SRV 
Fuelling Machine FM Strainer STR 
Transmitter –Flow FT Transformer –Startup SUT 
Grid GRD Valve –Solenoid SV 
Valve –Bellow Seal (Globe) GV Relay –Time Delay TDR 
Operation/Maintenance HC Generator –Turbine TG 
Switch –Hand HS Tank TK 
Heater HTR Transformer TR 
Heat Exchanger HXR Tube TUB 
Indicating Alarm Meter IAM Transformer –Unit UT 
Ion Chamber IC Valve –Manual V 
Interlock ILC   

 
2.2.2 Failure Mode Table: 
 This table shows the various failure mode codes that are used in the incident table.  
 

Table 2.2. Details of Failure Mode coding 

Failure Mode Code 

 



Fail to Close NC  Relay Contact 1 
Fail to Open NC  Relay Contact 2 
Fail to Close NO Relay Contact 3 
Fail to Open NO Relay Contact 4 
Fail to Stop 5 
All Modes A 
Degraded B 
Fail to Change Position C 
Fail to Remain in Position D 
Fail to Close E 
Fail to Function F 
Short to Ground G 
Short Circuit H 
Open Circuit I 
Plug/Rupture J 
Spurious Function K 
Internal Leak L 
Maintenance M 
Fail to De-energise N 
Fail to Open O 
Fail to Energise (Relay) P 
Plug Q 
Fail to Run R 
Fail to Start S 
Rupture T 
Fail to Remain Closed U 
Other Critical Faults X 
Leakage/External Leakage Y 
Human Error Z 
 

2.2.3 Failure Cause Table: 
This table shows the various failure cause codes that are used in the incident 

table.  

 

Table 2.3. Details of Failure Cause coding 

Failure Cause Code 

Common Cause (Design) CD 

Common Cause (Environment) CE 

Common Cause (Human Error) CH 

Common Cause (maintenance (induced) (or 

lack of)) 

CM 

Common cause (Unknown) CU 

Not Designed for Operating Condition D1 

Component  Inadequacy (Design) D2 

 



Control/Display Inadequate (Design) D3 

Corrosion (Environment) E1 

Temperature (Environment) E2 

Humidity (Environment) E3 

Radiation (Environment) E4 

Vibration (Environment) E5 

Shock (Environment) E6 

Quality Control Inadequate (Fabrication) F1 

Standard Inadequate (Fabrication) F2 

Testing Inadequate (Fabrication) F3 

Human Error H 

Operation beyond Stated Life (O&M) O1 

Imperfect/No Procedure (O&M) O2 

Procedure not Followed (O&M) O3 

Calibration Imperfect (O&M) O4 

Repair Imperfect (O&M) O5 

Test after Repair Imperfect (O&M) O6 

Others S 

Unknown U 

 
2.2.4  Failure Detection Mode: 
This table shows the various failure detection mode and their codes are used in the 

incident table.  

 

Table 2.4: Details of ways of Failure Detection 

Failure Detection  Code 
Routine Check FD1 
Test FD2 
Scheduled/Preventive Maintenance FD3 
Unscheduled FD4 
Visual/Alarm FD5 
Abnormal State FD6 
Inspection FD7 
Others FDS 
 

2.2.5 Component Static Data: 
This table gives the four fields. 

i) Component Name: 

 



ii) Component Code: 

iii) Test Interval (in days): The components are tested regularly so the test interval is 

associated with each component. 

iv) Inventory: The total number of the same type of components that are present in 

the all NPPs. 

These data are not changed by our application, hence the name static. 

 

2.2.6 Component Data: 
This Table gives the following 12 fields. 

i) Component Name: 

ii) Component Code:  

iii) LM DFP 05: This gives the value of Demand Failure Probability (DFP) when 

Probability mass function value is 0.05 (λ05) 

iv) LM DFP 50: This gives the value of Demand Failure Probability (DFP) when 

Probability mass function value is 0.50 (λ50) 

v) LM DFP 95: This gives the value of Demand Failure Probability (DFP) when 

Probability mass function value is 0.95 (λ95) 

vi) DFP MEAN: This gives the mean µ value of Demand Failure Probabilities (DFP) 

distribution  

vii) DFP STD DEV: This gives the standard deviation(σ) of the Demand Failure 

Probability (DFP) distribution 

viii) LM FR 05: This gives the value of Failure Rate (FR) when Probability mass 

function value is 0.05 (λ05) 

ix) LM FR 50: This gives the value of Failure Rate (FR) when Probability mass 

function value is 0.50 (λ50) 

x) LM FR 95: This gives the value of Failure Rate (FR) when Probability mass 

function value is 0.95 (λ95) 

xi) FR MEAN: This is the mean or average of the Failure Rate Distribution. 

xii) FR STD DEV: This gives the standard deviation of the Demand Failure 

Probability (DFP) distribution. 

These fields are updated by application. 

 
2.2.7 Location:   
This gives the location of the system whose component fails. 

 
2.2.8 Unit:  

 



           This gives the codes to be used for the various NPPs. 

 

2.2.9 Incident Table: 
Failure Incident data is stored in Incident table, where each record represents a 

component failure event. Each record has different fields, which incorporates the incident 

details. The coding followed for component names, failure modes, failure causes, and 

ways of failure detection is similar to those adopted for PSA of Kaiga NPP. For easy 

reference and back-tracking of incidents, Report numbers (issued by the NPPs) are also 

included in the database. This can serve as a plant history on failure data and also 

facilitates easy retrieval of information regarding failures. 

 

  This table gives the detail of the various incident of the component failure that has 

taken place in the NPPs. The following are various fields present in this table. 

i) USI Code: Universal System Identification Code.  

This code is specific for each and every system of the plant so this is helpful in 

identifying the system to which the component belongs.  

ii) Ref No: Report Reference.  

This is the report number, issued by the NPPs for any particular incident. It can 

be a reference to Annual Report or SRUOR. 

iii) Power Station:  

This gives the name of the NPP in which component failure has taken place.  

iv) D_T_Failure: 

This gives the date and time when failure has taken place. This value is very 

important in the calculation of the parameter. 

v) Comp Name Code:  

This gives the type of component that have failed. The list of component types is 

given in the Table 2.1. 

vi) Fail_Mode Code:   

This gives the modes in which failure of any component has occurred. Details of 

coding are given in Table 2.2. 

vii) Failure cause Code: 

This gives the cause due to which failure of any component has occurred. Details 

of coding are given in Table 2.3. 

viii) Failure Detect Mode Code: 

The various failure detection modes and their coding are given in the Failure 

Detection Mode table. Details of coding are given in Table 2.4. 

 



ix)  Comp No:  

This gives specific component, which has encountered failure.  

x) Power_Before_Failure: Reactor Power in MWe 

xi) Power_After_Failure: Reactor Power in MWe 

xii) Is_Comp_Replaced: Yes/No 

xiii)D20_Lost: Yes/No 

This is to find out, whether there is any D2O loss due to this failure. 

xiv) Act_Rel_Ci: Yes/No 

This is to find out, whether there is any activity release due to this component 

failure.  

xv) Medium: Medium 

xvi)Remarks: This gives the special remarks about the incident.  

 

 

2.3 Accuracy of data 
 

Accuracy of data depends on factors like:  

(i)  Data Collection and Reporting: As all incidents involving failure of components 

having no impact on safety may not get reflected in the above mentioned data 

sources, this introduces a limitation on the accuracy of data. 

(ii)  Definitions of incidents: These are generally related to differing interpretation of 

criteria for filling the various fields in the database. This is also a human error 

problem encountered in every data collection and coding exercise. 

 



3. ABOUT RELDATA PACKAGE 
 

This section describes the software package, which has been developed for 

reliability database management. This application is made in Visual C++ 6.0. The logic 

diagram of the application is represented pictorially in Figure.3.1. 
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FIGURE 3.1 Flow chart of RELDATA 

 

When the application is started, a window shown in figure 3.2 appears in the main 

screen.  

Three push button that are seen on the screen are   

(i)   REL DATABASE 

(ii)  PARAMETER ESTIMATN. 

(iii) EXIT 

 

 

 



FIGURE3.2 Main Window 
 
 
3.1  RELDATABASE button: 
 

When you press the REL DATABASE button, the window shown in figure 3.3 will 

be seen. This window is connected to the backend database. The Table with which the 

connection is made is the incident table as described in the last chapter of DATABASE. 

The screen at a time shows one Record and the various edit boxes display the data in 

the field for that particular record. The total number of records in the given data table and 

the present record number are displayed at the top of the window.  

Figure 3.3 represents the database window. The fields in the window correspond 

to that in incident table, which are given below. 

       i)    USI Code:  Universal System Identification code 

ii)  Comp Code:  Component code 

iii)  Comp No:   Particular Component number 

iv)  Ref No:  Report reference number 

v)  Power Station: Name of NPP 

vi)  Fail Mode:  Failure mode of component 

vii)  Fail Cause:  Failure cause of component 

viii)  Fail Detection Mode: Detection mode of failure 

ix)  Power Before failure: Reactor power before failure 

x)  Power After failure: Reactor Power after failure 

 



xi)  Is Comp Replaced:  Whether component is replaced or not. 

xii)  D20 Lost:   Whether D20 is lost or not. 

xiii)  Act Rel Ci:  Whether any activity is released by the failure. 

xiv) Medium:  Medium of failure, E.g., D2O, H2O, air 

xv)  Remarks:  Remarks, if any 

 

FIGURE 3.3: REL DATABASE  

 

 

 

     

This symbol represents push button, which displays various possible codes in the 

respective box and their explanation. For E.g. Suppose the PMP Code comes in the 

 



Comp Code Box. Pressing this button will give you the list of various component codes. 

After browsing this list, it can be found that PMP is the code for the pump. 

 

 Buttons to scroll through the database .. 
 

        |<   Pressing this button would bring the first record of the Database. 

 

      >>   Pressing this button would take to the next of the present record. The 

increment in Record number count can be seen. 

     <<  Pressing this button would bring to the previous of the present Record 

No. The count in the Record number decrements. 

         

            >| Pressing this will bring the final record on the screen. The count seen will 

be the total number of records. 

 

 Button for editing the record in the database: 

♦ Adding the new record to your database.  

 This button is used to add a new record to the incident table of database. Pressing this 

button would bring the empty boxes and an OK button. After entering the data you press 

the OK button, this will increment the total record by 1 and again the ADDNEW will 

appear on the button. If there is a wrong entry in any of the following fields given below, 

error message will come as shown in Figure 3.4. 

i) Component Code:  Component code 

ii) Power Station Name:  Name of Power Station 

iii) Fail detection Mode:  Detection mode of failure of a component 

iv) Fail Cause:   Failure cause of component 

v) Location:   Location of failure 

The format for date and time in the fields (i) D.O.Rep started, (ii)  D.O.Rep finished and 

(iii) D.O. Failure should be as  follows. 

       MONTH/DATE/YEAR Hrs: Min: Sec AM or PM.  

E.g: For 15th Jun 1996, 12 Hrs 30 Min 20 Sec PM should be entered as 

06/15/96 12:30:20 PM 

 

 



Please note that the above fields should not be left blank. Or else, error message shown 

in figure 3.4 would appear on the screen. If nothing to enter in these field then write 

0:00:00 AM. 

,         FIGURE 3.4 Error Message for wrong entry. 

 

 Editing the present record. 

This is used, when user want to make change to some fields in the present record. After 

incorporating changes, EDIT button should be pressed in order to save the present 

record. 

 

 Deleting the present record 

This button enables the user to delete any record. Accordingly, the record number will be 

reduced by one. 
 

3.2   PARAMETER ESTIMATN button: 
 

Pressing this button enables the window as shown in figure 3.5. It contains six edit 

boxes namely: 

i. Component code:  Component code 

ii. Component name:  Component name 

iii. Test interval:   Test interval of a component 

iv. Actual demand:  Actual demands encountered 

v. Start time:   starting date for analysis 

vi. End time:   finishing date of analysis 

 



 

FIGURE 3.5: PARAMETER ESTIMATION window. 

 

The component code list will appear, when V button attached with the Comp code is 

pressed. Required component can be selected, by entering the corresponding 

component code. An edit box is associated for entering test interval of the selected 

component. By default it takes the value from component static data table of your 

database. User can change the test interval if he wants. User is required to enter the 

actual demand, start time and end time. After entering all necessary data, user can start 

the parameter estimation procedure. Two methods namely, (a) Bayesian Method and 

(b) Classical Approach are available in the software package. Underlying methodology 

for reliability parameter estimation used in these methods is described in Section 4.  

Three options that are seen on the screen are. 

I)       BAYESIAN ESTIMATION  

II) CLASSICAL APPROACH 

III) COMPONENT DATA  

 

3.2.1 BAYESIAN ESTIMATION: 
 

 



Bayesian Estimation updates the generic data with plant specific data. The 

methodology is explained in section 4. On selecting this option, Window appears where 

the following data has to be entered. 

i) Comp Code:  Component code 

ii) Comp Name:  Component Name 

iii) Act Demand:  Actual demand the component encountered 

iv) Test Interval:  Test interval for that component 

v) Start Time.:   Starting time considered for analysis 

vi) End Time:   Ending time considered for analysis 

Bayesian updation has be applied for estimating plant specific Failure rates and  

Demand failure probabilities. These values appear under the group boxes RUNNING 

BASIS and DEMAND BASIS respectively.  

 

3.2.1.1  RUNNING BASIS:  
 

Failure Rate is the reliability parameter of the components, which is continuously 

in operation. This parameter is calculated when Running basis is selected. Bayesian 

approach requires prior input distribution namely Default/ generic Failure Rate and Error 

Factor and plant specific input namely Number of the failures and Total Operating Time. 

Here again generic data can be selected as prior data. Since we have taken WASH 1400 

data as our prior data, Log normal distribution is our prior distribution. When START 

button is pressed, Bayesian analysis commences. The posterior parameters obtained 

are in corresponding edit boxes. 

i. LM DFP 05  - 5 percentile value of Failure Rate 

ii. LM DFP 50  - 50 percentile value of Failure Rate 

iii. LM DFP 95  - 95 percentile value of Failure Rate 

iv. MEAN        - Mean of posterior value 

v. STANDARD DEVIATION – Standard Deviation of posterior value 

These estimated values will be updated in the Component data table of the database. 

 



FIGURE 3.6 BAYESIAN ESTIMATION RESULTS window 

 

3.2.1.2  DEMAND BASIS:  
Demand Failure probability is the reliability parameter of the component, which is 

required when demand comes. This parameter is calculated when Demand basis is 

selected. Bayesian approach requires prior input distribution namely Default Demand 

Failure Probability and Error Factor and plant specific inputs namely Number of the 

failures and Total Number of demands. Since we have taken WASH 1400 data as our 

prior data, Log normal distribution is our prior distribution. Total demands encountered 

are obtained as follow. 

Total Demand =  Test Demands Actual Demands+
 

When START button is pressed, bayesian analysis commences. The posterior 

parameters obtained are in corresponding edit boxes 

i LM DFP 05  - 5 percentile value of Demand Failure Probability 

ii LM DFP 50  - 50 percentile value of Demand Failure Probability 

 



iii LM DFP 95  - 95 percentile value of Demand Failure Probability 

iv MEAN        - Mean of posterior value 

v STANDARD DEVIATION – Standard Deviation of posterior value 

 

3.2.2 CLASSICAL APPROACH: 
When the classical approach button is pressed in the parameter estimation window, 

window as shown in figure 3.7 will appear. Here also the six edit boxes component code, 

component name etc. of the parameter estimation window again appear. And again the 

two group box titled as RUNNING BASIS and DEMAND BASIS would be seen 

corresponding to failure rates and Demand failure probabilities. 

FIGURE 3.7: CLASSICAL APPROACH window 

 

3.2.2.1  RUNNING BASIS:  
This method does not require any prior values. Plant specific inputs, namely 

Number of the failures and Total Operating Time are only required for the analysis. User 

has to select the required confidence interval for the results. The various confidence 

levels possible in the RUNNING BASIS are 99%, 98%, 95%, 90%, 80%, 60%, and 40%. 

Chi-Square distribution is used to estimate the lower and upper confidence limit of failure 

rates. After User selects the confidence interval, the start button is to be pressed. The 

 



Mean Failure Rate, Lower confidence limit and Upper confidence limit will appear in the 

corresponding edit boxes. 

 

3.2.2.2  DEMAND BASIS:  
In the DEMAND BASIS, the plant specific inputs viz., total demands and total 

number of failure for the selected component is required. The results are obtained for 

95% confidence interval. F distribution is used to estimate the lower and upper 

confidence limit of demand failure probability. When the start button is pressed the 

following three edit boxes that appear after start button would filled by values. The Mean 

Demand Failure Probability, Lower confidence limit and Upper confidence limit will 

appear in the corresponding edit boxes. 

 

3.2.3 COMPONENT DATA BUTTON: 
Pressing this button enables the window shown in figure 3.8. This window is 

linked with the Component data table of the database. Following twelve fields can be 

seen.  

i Component Name 

ii Component Code 

Iii Mean of Demand Failure Probability 

iv Standard deviation of demand failure probability 

v Lambda 05% for the Demand failure Probability 

vi Lambda 50% for the Demand failure Probability 

vii Lambda 95% for the Demand failure Probability 

viii Mean of Failure Rate Distribution 

viii Standard deviation of Failure Rate Distribution 

ix Lambda 05% for the Failure Rate Distribution 

x Lambda 50% for the Failure Rate Distribution 

xi Lambda 95% for the Failure Rate Distribution 

 



 

FIGURE 3.8: COMPONENT DATA window 

 

The table in the data base stores default values, 5%, 50%, 95 % values of failure rates 

and demand failure probability of components. Also, test interval can also be seen for 

any component. These fields are updated by the application when parameter estimation 

is being done. The component list can be browsed using the four switches shown below. 

 

Also, the component list can be edited using the three switches, whose functions are 

explained earlier. 

 

With every screen the Quit and Exit button is attached pressing the button would close 

that particular window.  

 



CONCLUSION: 
This package is a strong tool for reliability analysis since it combines database with 

reliability parameter estimation methods like Bayesian approach and Classical approach. 

This package finds wide application among reliability analyst in carrying out Probabilistic 

Safety Assessment for the NPPs. 

 

FUTURE SCOPE: 
The Bayesian approach generates the posterior distribution in terms of the number of 

points stored in some file. In many applications, these points are to be fitted by some 

standard distribution like Normal, Log-normal, Weibull, etc. It is intended to add routines 

to the present software for obtaining the appropriate distribution for error propagation, 

trend analysis etc. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

1. Probabilistic Distributions: 
Probability Distribution defines the distribution of a stochastic variable in a unique 

fashion [2]. Probability distributions are characterised by Probability Density 

functions.  

Distributions are of two types I) Discrete and II) Continuos.  

Discrete distributions: when the stochastic variable assumes discrete values. E.g. 

Poisson, Binomial 

Continuous distributions: when the stochastic variable assumes continuous values. 

E.g.: Normal, Exponential, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                    Discrete Distribution.                                   Continuos Distribution. 

 Discrete and Continuos Distribution 

 

Parameters of Distribution: 
 The distributions are characterized by parameters of the central tendency and the 

uncertainty. The three measures of the central tendency are 

(i) Mean: The average or the expected or expectation value of stochastic variable 

is  

    given by mean The formulae for the mean is 

E( )  =  x xf x for a discrete iable( ) var∑
E(x)  =  xf x dx for a discrete iable( ) var

−∞

∞

∫
 

  f(x) = Probability density function for variable x 

 

 



 (ii)  Mode: This value corresponds to the peak of the distribution curve 

 (iii)     Median: This is the mid value, when the area under the curve is divided into 

two equal parts. 

The two measures of the uncertainty are  

(i) Variance:  The formula for the variance is given by 

Var[x]  =  E[(x - x  (x x
_

i) ] )
_

2 2= −∑ pi
_ _∞

Var[x]  =  E[(x - x  =  (x xi
-

) ] )2 2−
∞
∫ p dxi

x
_

= Meanvalue
 

(ii) Standard Deviation: The square root of the variance is standard deviation. 

 

2. Classical Approach: 
In the classical approach, the data required is the Total no of failures and Total 

Operating Time/ Total Demands to estimate the failure rate/ demand failure probability. 

Failure Rate =  
Total no of failures

Total operating time

Demand Failure Probability =  
Total no of failures

Total no of demands
 

Since there is always an uncertainty associated in this parameter estimation, it is 

essential to find upper confidence and lower confidence limit of these two parameters. 

 

 UPPER AND LOWER CONFIDENCE OF THE FAILURE RATE: 

 The Chi square distribution is used to find out upper and lower confidence limits 

of Mean Time To Failure. The Chi square equation is given as follow  

θ
χ α

L C
r

T
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2

2 2
2

, /
 

θ
χ α

U C
r

T
≡

−

2

2 1 2
2

, /
 

Where 

 

θLC & θUC    =  Lower and Upper Confidence limits of mean time to failure 

 



r  =  Observed number of failures 

T  =  Operating Time 

α       =  Level of significance 

  

The mean time represents the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) or Mean Time To 

Failure (MTTF). When failure model follows an exponential distribution, the failure rate 

can be expressed as  

λ
θ

   =   
1

 

Thus, the inverse of θLC & θUC will be the maximum and minimum possible value of the 

failure rate, i.e. the upper and lower confidence limit of the failure rate.  

 

 UPPER AND LOWER CONFIDENCE LIMIT OF THE DEMAND FAILURE 

PROBABILITY. 

In case of demand failure probability, F-Distribution is used to derive the upper 

and the lower confidence limit[3]. 
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Where,    

PLC & PUC  = Lower and Upper Confidence limits for demand failure probabilities 

r   =  number of failures 

D   =  number of demands 

F0.95    = 95% confidence limit for variables from F-distribution table 

 

3. Bayesian Approach: 
 

Why Bayesian Estimation? 

Since the equipment failure tends to be a rare event, empirical data for parameter 

estimation are generally sparse. Classical approach is ill suited for this situation, leading 

in such cases to excessively wide confidence interval. Partly because of this, most of the 

risk assessment community has turned to Bayesian analysis, (so called because they 

employ Baye’s Theorem, described below), as a natural means to incorporate a wide 

 



variety of information (in addition to statistical data i.e. ‘r failure in n tests) in the 

estimation process[3].  

 

 BAYES’S THEOREM: 
 The Bayes Theorem can be written as  
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Here A represents the proposition of interest and B represents some new information. 

P(A/B)  denotes the analyst’s probability for the truth of A, given the new evidence B. 

 

The conditional probability of A, given B, P(A/B), measure the analyst’s belief that 

proposition A is true, given that proposition B is true. Thus mathematically we write    

P A B
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In our case we have to estimate a parameter Θ the proposition typically of the form  

{ Θ<parameter value<Θ+dΘ } and the Baye’s theorem take the form 
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Here is πi(Θ) analogous to P(A) in the above equation and it is the prior probability 

density function for the unknown parameter (prior to obtaining the evidence E). L(E/Θ) is 

analogous to P(B/A), is the likelihood function. It is the conditional probability of 

observing E, given Θ. The left hand side of the equation πi (Θ/E) is posterior probability 

density function after E is obtained. 

             It is extremely important to note that as the amount of the evidence increase, the 

peak value of the distribution would be same as the parameter value that is obtained 

from the classical approach.  

The following four steps are to be followed in Bayesian estimation. 

  Step1:   The identification of the parameter to be estimated. 

  Step2:   The development of a prior distribution that is obtained from the generic data. 

  Step3:    The collection of evidence and construction of appropriate likelihood function. 

 



  Step4:    The last step is the derivation of the posterior distribution using Bayes’s 

                Theorem 

 

These concepts are incorporated in RELDATA as follows: 

Step1:  

 The two parameters to be estimated are  

i) Failure Rate (λ) 

ii) Demand Failure Probability(λd) 

Step2: 

 The Log-normal distribution is taken as the prior distribution.  

 The parameters taken from the generic data are the median and error factor of the 

distribution. 

 The Error factor is used to find the lower limit and the upper limit of the parameter in 

the distribution. I.e.  

λlower  = Median / ( Error factor) 

λupper  = Median x Error factor 

 Now we divide the whole range into n intervals as shown below 

Delta( δ)  =  (λupper –  λlower)/n 

 Now the  n lambda values are find  out as follow 

And i varies from 0 to n. 

λ δi   =  (i + 0.5) ×
 The Probability Density Function forlog-normal distribution is expressed as: 
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Where  

µ and σ are the parameters of Log-Normal distribution 

 µ and σ can be found from the equation given below: 

σ =
l n ( )

.
E r r o r  f a c t o r

1 6 4 6
  µ  = ln(median) 

 

Step3: 

 



 The likelihood function used is the Poisson distribution  

 Data required are number of failures, total Operating Time/  total number of 

demands. 

 

Failure Rate: 
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      Demand Failure Probability: 
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Step4: 

 This is last step in which we find the posterior distribution by using Baye’s theorem    

given as follow. 
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Where, 

P(λi)     = Probability density function of parameter for a continuous variable, prior to 

having information B (Prior) 

       = fd(λi) 

P(B/λi) = Probability of B given that failure rate λI / demand failure probability 

P(λi/B) = Probability density function of failure rate λI given information B (Posterior) 

 

Thus posterior probability distribution can be estimated from the n different points 

obtained. 

 

 CHARACTERSTIC PARAMETER OF POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION: 
 Mean & Standard Deviation: 

The mean and the standard deviation is found out by the formulae given under 

the topic of distribution. Since here the points are discretized thus the formulae for 

the mean and the standard deviation. 
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i = 1
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The square root of the variance is the standard deviation 

 

 Lambda 0.05,0.50& 0.95: 

This gives the value of lambda when the area under the curve is 5%, 50 & 95% of the 

total area. This is estimated as follows  
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The λ value corresponding to the cumulative integrated value of 0.95 is taken as 

λ0.95 or 95 percentile value of failure rate. Similar approach is taken for other 

percentile values and also for the evaluation of percentile values in case of 

demand failure probability.  
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